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MJC KUFFAAR AND MUNAAFIQEEN MASQUERADING AS ‘MUSLIMS’

THE TREACHEROUS VILLAINS SAY THAT THE MUSAAJID OF ALLAH ARE “HUBS FOR
SUPER SPREADERS OF COVID-19”

In its junk ‘press release’ statement, loaded with kufr and shaitaaniyat, the MJC kuffaar and
munaafiqeen allege:

“We do not like to see our Mosques, other places of worship and public spaces become hubs
for ‘super spreaders’ of Covid-19. As such we call on our communities to adhere to the
Covid-19 protocols as required by law in all Mosques……..Maintain social distancing, wear a
mask, wash or sanitize your hands regularly and take your Musallah/prayer mat with you should
you frequent the Mosque.”

These munaafiq scoundrels were the very first criminals in the country to initiate the vile,
haraam, satanic programme of abolishing the daily Fardh Jamaat Salaat and the Jumuah
Salaat in the Musaajid which by crook they have under their control. They were the very first
Agents of Iblees who had, not only closed the Musaajid prior to even the government
announcing the closure, they even degenerated to the lowest ebb of kufr to go to the kuffaar
court to fight against the Muslim community in their nefarious plot to retain the ban on the
closure of the Musaajid.
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Now, without the slightest shred of shame, these MJC munaafiqeen seek to bamboozle the
ignorant and those extremely deficient in Imaan that they are averse to the closing of the
Musaajid. Even ignorant Muslims whose Imaan has not degenerated to the level of MJC kufr,
cannot be deceived by the deception of the MJC kuffaar and munaafiqeen such as the NNB
jamiat of Fordsburg and the juhala molvis of Darush Shaitaan of Durban. This unholy triumvirate
is the equivalent of the Christian trinity doctrine. They are an unholy cartel of blasphemers who
are human shayaateen.

Never in the annals of Islam’s history from its very inception with Hadhrat Aadam (Alayhis
salaam) to this day, did Muslims close the Musaajid. Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam),
the Sahaabah, and the Salafus Saaliheen of the Khairul Quroon epoch, had all traversed the
calamitous trajectory of plagues and epidemics. They lived through epidemics of horrendous
proportions. What was their reaction? The severer the plague deteriorated, the more they
frequented the Musaajid, increasing their I’tikaaf, Istighfaar and Dua in the Musaajid. Never did
they ever dream of banning the Fardh Salaat and closing the Houses of Allah Ta’ala.

The Musaajid are our bastions of sanctity and the abodes on which the Rahmat of Allah Ta’ala
descends. While Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasasllam) said that calamities, including
diseases and plagues, are diverted from the Musaajid as these descend from the
Samaa’ (heaven),
the wicked munaafiqeen of the unholy triumvirate which came into existence by a satanic
process of epigenesis, brand these Abodes of Allah Azza Wa Jal with the epithet of
“super spreaders of the covid-19”
. Muslims should imperatively reflect on this satanic epithet which the MJC and NNB jamiat
agents of Iblees have coined to describe the Musaajid. But Allah Ta’ala describing the Musaajid
said on the Mubaarak Tongue of Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) that the noblest and
most beloved places on earth to Allah Ta’ala are the
Musaajid
, and the most detestable and accursed places are the
aswaaq
(the malls and the hub of trade and commerce).
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Never did these munaafiqeen criticize the hated places – hated by Allah Ta’ala. But, their nifaaq
and kufr goaded them to slander the Musaajid of Allah Ta’ala. In so doing they slandered and
blasphemed against Allah Azza Wa Jal. Thus, they are worse than apes and swines, and this is
confirmed in the Hadith. Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“An age will dawn when nothing of Islam will remain except its name. Nothing of the Qur’aan
will remain except its text. Their Musaajid will be ornate (elaborate) structures, but corrupt and
devoid of huda (guidance). The worst of the people under the canopy of the sky will be their
ulama. From them will emerge fitnah, and the fitnah will rebound on them.”

A great Aalim commenting on this Hadith said: “Under the canopy of the sky are also the
Yahood, Nasaarah, Mushrikeen, apes and swines. But these vile ulama have been described
as being worse than all of these.”

According to Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) there are no worse scoundrels who rape,
pillage and plunder the Deen than those ‘ulama’ whose satanic function it has become to
demolish Islam and to eradicate Imaan from the hearts of the juhala of the Ummah –
ignoramuses whose Imaan dangles by a thread which is ripped off by the kufr protocols of the
MJC and NNB jamiat kuffaar and munaafiqeen.
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The rubbish, scoundrel munaafiqeen have excelled in the profession of bootlicking the
authorities. They have abandoned Imaan and Islam in order to lick not only the boots, but also
other disgusting posterior region of the anatomy of their kuffaar masters. With ludicrously stupid
arguments, deception, lies and flattery do they cultivate proximity to the authorities. But, about
these munaafiq juhala, Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“There will be people of my Ummah who will acquire the knowledge of the Deen and recite the
Qur’aan while saying: ‘We shall go to the umara (the rulers and the rich) and acquire from their
dunya (i.e. wealth and perks), then we shall withdraw from them with our Deen.” However, it will
not be so, just as only thorns can be collected from thorn trees. Similarly, nothing will be
achieved from their proximity (i.e. proximity of the umara), except sins.”

The munaafiqeen of the satanic triumvirate labour in massive self-deception regarding their
bootlicking of the umara. In their company and proximity they only further soil, contaminate and
ruin their dunya and Aakhirah. Bootlickers, like apes have no option but to prance and dance to
the tune of their masters, and in this vile satanic process they deracinate whatever remnants of
Imaan they may have possessed. Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) explicitly stated that
these villains come away from their kuffaar masters, not with Deen, but with vice.

Hadhrat Abdullah Ibn Mas’ood (Radhiyallahu anhu) describing the disgusting state of these
bootlicking moron molvis and khanaazeer sheikhs, said:

“They squander Ilm on the people of the dunya in order to procure from them the dunya
(wealth, name, fame and filth). Thus they became disgraceful in the eyes of (even) the people of
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the dunya. I heard your Nabi (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) say: “Whoever combines all his
worries into one worry – the worry of the Aakhirat, Allah will suffice for him regarding his worldly
worries. He who is saturated with worldly worries, Allah does not care in whichever wilderness
he perishes.”

These vile scoundrel molvis and sheikhs are, as Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “T
he worst evil, is the evil of the ulama’.”
The villains and scoundrels of the satanic triumvirate are actively engaging in the demolition of
Islam. The primary satanic force which conspires to eradicate Islam is not the Zindeeq and
kuffaar elements. The illegitimate moron molvis and khanaazeer sheikhs have assumed the
Ibleesi task of destroying the Deen. Hadhrat Umar (Radhiyallahu anhu) said:
“Do you know what demolishes Islam?” The slip of the Aalim, the munaafiq’s disputation
regarding the Kitaab (The Qur’aan) and the rule of the Aimmah Mudhilleen (rulers and rubbish
molvis/sheikhs).”

Of significance is to note that even the unintentional ‘slip’ of an Aalim constitutes a grave danger
to the Deen. What conclusion then should be drawn from the deliberate plots of the criminal
molvis and sheikhs who actively plot with the kuffaar to demolish the Deen? The covid
shaitaaniyat has exposed the nifaaq of the traitors. This is of the Ways of Allah Azza Wa Jal to
expose and disgrace the treacherous criminals who lurk in the community and parade
themselves as Muslims. They are the munaafiqs who argue vainly and satanically about the
Kitaab of Allah Ta’ala thereby fulfilling the satanic function of the Aimmah Mudhalleen – the
molvis and sheikhs who mislead the ignorant ones. With regard to these hybrid epistasises,
Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said that he “fears them more than Dajjaal”.

The abode in Jahannam of the rascal molvis and sheikhs of the Ibleesi triumvirate cartel is
called Jubbul Huzun (The Pit of Grief). About this destination of the scoundrels, Rasulullah
(Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:
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“Seek refuge with Allah from Jubbul Huzun.’ The Sahaabah asked: ‘O Rasulullah! What is
Jubbul Huzun?’ Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “It is a Valley in Jahannam from
which Jahannam itself seeks refuge four hundred times daily.” The Sahaabah said: ‘Who will
enter it?’ Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “The hypocritical qurraa who display their
deeds. Verily, the most-hated of the qurra are those who visit the rulers.”

A disgustingly salient feature of these humbug qurra’, molvis and sheikhs is their bootlicking.
They bootlick the rulers. They truckle obsequiously with their bootlicking in expectation of
worldly perks from the authorities. Since our Nabi (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) had predicted the
effluvium of the deviate scholars for dollars, it does not strain the credulity of intelligent Muslims
to understand the treachery of those who are supposed to be ulama, but are actively engaging
in the destruction of the Shariah. Closing the Musaajid and abolishing the Fardh Salaat are part
of the satanic mission of these agents of Iblees who wheedle the authorities in their deceptive
bid to gain recognition and to be accepted as the representatives of the Muslim community
when in reality they are the representatives of shaitaan.

All the shaitaani protocols which the Ibleesi MJC encourages are haraam and acts of kufr.
These protocols are kufr, not mere acts of fisq such as stealing, fornication, etc., since their
adoption is at the behest of the atheists, and it is the bestowal of preference to the teachings of
the atheists over the teachings and commands of Allah Ta’ala.

- The satanic protocols of the MJC agents of Iblees are haraam and kufr.
- It is not permissible to make donations to the MJC, NNB jamiat (so-called jusa), and
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Darush Shaitaan (so-called Darul Ihsan). While these scoundrels have closed the Musaajid,
they shamelessly appeal for funds to ‘run’ the Musaajid. Funds are required to line their
pockets.
- Salaat is not valid behind any hybrid scholar for dollars of this satanic triumvirate who
have elevated the theories of the atheists over and above the Beliefs of Islam.
- Adherence to the kufr protocols invalidates Salaat.
- It is not permissible to perform Salaat in Musjids which have been converted into weird
temples with the protocols of shaitaan. If no proper Musjid is available, perform Salaat at home.

May Allah Ta’ala destroy those who have undertaken the mission of demolition the Deen.

14 Rabiuth Thaani 1442 – 30 November 2020
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